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A manâ€™s home may be his castle, but his garage can also be his escape. When the hassles of
modern life start to wear you down, when kids are running around screaming and you are in trouble
for forgetting to mow the grass, you can always slip away to the garage to work on your latest
project. Whether you a carving away a tiny duck decoy or fashioning an entire full-size canoe out of
one single log; your garage can be the place to do it. Projects of all shapes and sizes find a happy
home inside your little getaway.

Ideal versus Reality

Of course this may all just be the grand ideal we all have of our garages. We imagine this fantastic
place where we can escape our problems and explore our creative side. However, we hardly ever
remember just how cluttered we left our garage the last time we were in it. Most of the time when
you go to the garage to get your mind off of your troubles, you enter it and realize that it is a whole
other problem waiting there for you. Your kids left toys laying all over the place, your floor to ceiling
bookshelf project is still scattered about in unfinished pieces, and you still have puddles of oil on the
ground from when you changed it in your car.

How can you ever expect to get anything done in your garage when the place is left as such an
awful mess all the time? The key, of course, is to make sure you leave your garage nice and tidy
when you leave it.But that is often much easier said than done. If you have a smaller garage there is
often just not enough room to put all of your thingsâ€¦ or so you think.The key to maintaining a well-
organized garage is with the proper storage tools. When you have handy garage organizers, you
can finally keep your tools in order and your garage nice and clean.

Fishing Rod Rack

While the garage can certainly be a nice getaway, sometimes it just isnâ€™t far enough away from
home. That is when you need to pack up your gear, head out to the lake, and do some fishing. But
fishing rods can often be one of the worst pieces of clutter in your garage. Not only are they
awkwardly shaped, but they also can get tangled up and damaged in the garage. This fishing rod
rack is a fantastic solution for organizing all of your rods and reels in the garage. It can tightly secure
up to twelve separate rods. This rack even comes with a drawer at the bottom where you can keep
lures, extra reels, sinkers, line, and anything else you might need.

A bonus pocket on the side and three convenient hooks also keep your gear ready to go at a
momentâ€™s notice. Need to get your rack out of the way? You can simply roll it around the garage on
the smooth casters.This handy rack is made of fine wood and requires some assembly. It measures
26 and Â¼ inches by 22 inches by 7 and Â¾ inches. Never let your prize rod and reel set get damaged
through improper storage again. Keep everything safe and sound with the fishing rod rack.

Tall Utility Cabinet

Obviously having a lot of shelves is the best way to keep a bunch of things organized. That is why
so many homeowners long for floor to ceiling bookshelves in their home. But the garage also
necessitates shelves just as much.One of the main causes of clutter in your garage is often just
random things laying around that you have nowhere to put. Cleaning supplies, old paint buckets,
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bottles of grease, and many more common household items just pile up all over the place.The Tall
Utility Cabinet is an amazing solution to all of your garage storage needs. It has four different
shelves in side that you can adjust to varying heights. Each shelf can hold a whopping 75 pounds!

This makes this tough and durable cabinet perfect for just about all of your projects. You can even
throw half-used bags of concrete on a shelf for easy, sturdy storage! The Tall Utility Cabinet is made
from durable resin material. It requires some construction, but absolutely no tools are required for it.
This cabinet comes in a light taupe color option, though the handles are a subtle blue. The entire
cabinet measures 72 and 3/8 inches tall by 30 inches wide by 20 and Â¼ inches deep. Donâ€™t kill your
creativity with uncontrollable clutter. Make your garage somewhere that you can truly get motivated
in and get some things done. Organize your garage with these organization solutions, and watch
your productivity soar.
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